
1 Introduction
Engineering design processes must efficiently incorporate

analytical components of varying complexity in multiple
disciplines. The computational cost of slow and/or many ob-
jective function evaluations can be prohibitive in achieving a
meaningful design. Furthermore, the financial cost of lengthy
design processes is also a real consideration.

A system is proposed to enable time efficient multidis-
ciplinary design optimisation through the use of a design and
state database. Furthermore, the same scheme offers similar
benefits generally in simulations that depend on computa-
tionally efficient models.

The financial and computational cost of design optimisa-
tion can be addressed in two ways. The first is to reduce the
computational expense of objective function evaluations, the
second is to reduce the number these evaluations required.

The time required for objective function evaluations can
be reduced by either selecting analytical components of lesser
complexity, which, generally speaking, results in a trade-off
between computational speed and accuracy, or by represent-
ing these components with a heuristic, empirical or stochastic
system. The number of evaluations can be reduced by reusing
the designs and states of previous design processes.

A system is proposed that stores designs and states during
design optimisation. This would enable the creation of a data-
base that could be accessed in future design optimisations,
which, given an efficient search algorithm, would prevent re-
calculation of data already contained in the database. This
situation would improve as size of the database grew. Further-
more, representative systems could be created from the data
(for example Neural Networks), which could then be used
in time efficient system representation in the optimisation
process.

The significant issues of such a system would involve the
mechanisms of efficiently storing and retrieving designs and
states, data compression, efficient search algorithms and sys-
tem representations.

A further extension of such a system would be, through
the use of heuristics, the ability to switch between various

classes of models such as low fidelity tabular data; neural
network; various degrees of analytic or computational mod-
els and empirical data. This switching would depend on
the availability of data in desired states, confidence, computa-
tional effort required for retrieval and other comparative
measures, such as accuracy required. Formulating efficient
and robust heuristics for these algorithms would be an
important contribution. End-users of the optimisation and
simulations based on the intelligent database would not be
expected to be overly concerned with data sources whilst
the system is in operation. The intelligent database system
is then somewhat like an engineering application of data
warehousing.

2 Database generation and use
“Database management systems are now used in almost every

computing environment to organise, create and maintain important
collections of information” [1]. Database systems are also proving
to be a critical method for storing many kinds of data for a
multitude of purposes. Databases have evolved from their be-
ginnings in relational, network and hierarchical data models,
to such modern and complex data types as Object-Oriented,
Spatial and Temporal Data, allowing for vastly expanded
roles and capabilities.

Each of these data models is particularly suited to a range
of data types, creating specialisation within these databases.
As data models have evolved, specific models have gained
acceptance for specific tasks, such as “Object-Oriented”
for engineering design, “Spatial” for Medical Imaging and
Geographic Studies, and “Temporal” for large-scale time-de-
pendent data.

The usefulness of a database is dependent on its applica-
bility to store the data supplied. This is dependent on the data
model of the database. Shortcomings can occur, however,
when it is unsuitable or infeasible to express data in a manner
that allows for storage in a DBMS (Database Management
System).

One such shortcoming has been noted in the case of Com-
mercial DBMS. This is due to the fact that Commercial DBMS
(CDBMS) are primarily designed for business applications
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[2], and therefore some of the important features required in
design applications are not available in CDBMS. Some of the
deficiencies of CDBMS in design applications have been doc-
umented in Refs [2, 3], with the primary deficiencies being
that the data models inherent to the majority of CDBMS
(Relational) are unsuitable for accurately portraying complex
design information.

2.1 Database data models
It is widely believed [4–10] that early database models are

unsuitable for design database purposes, as they fail to suffi-
ciently model certain design problems, or are incompatible
with incorporated design software. There are, however, a
number of beliefs about the best way to improve this situation.

Many traditional database systems, in line with commer-
cial DBMS, used the relational data model as mentioned in
the previous section. This model was chosen for simplicity
and logical nature of sets and relationships, separation of log-
ical from physical parameters aiding casual users, and simple
and precise semantics that reduce programmer burden. How-
ever, the main argument against the relational Data Model is
its “flatness” of structure, whereby it loses valuable informa-
tion contained in the relationships of the data. It therefore
lacks expressiveness and semantic richness for which semantic
Data Models are preferred [11]. It is recognised by many [2, 5,
6, 10–14] that a major requirement of design databases is the
ability to accurately and naturally model the data by the
designer.

Due to the inherent complexity of Design information, as
well as the composite nature of design objects (components
built of lesser components), the Object-Oriented Data Model,
or data models built on its foundations [5, 10, 12, 13, 15–22],
are believed to be suitable to design databases. The Object-
-Oriented Data Model allows information to be expressed as
objects, containing properties and methods (actions to be
performed); these objects can be composed of other objects,
or combined to create larger objects. As such, Object-Ori-
ented data models allow engineering constructs to be expres-
sed in a logical manner by the designer. “It is natural for
designers to think in terms of the object being designed, the compo-
nents (i.e. objects) that go into the design, and tools (i.e. operations)
for manipulating these objects. A system that directly supports the
mapping from the user’s mental model to the objects and operations
supported by the system will enable design engineers to interact with
the system in familiar terms” [12]. For a detailed survey of Ob-
ject-Oriented database technologies, examples of existing
systems and applicability for design/CAD tasks, and projec-
tions for the development of O-O technologies, the reader is
referred in more detail to [22].

The very nature of the design process also defines a funda-
mental requirement of a design database system. “Design is an
iterative process which begins with a general description of the design
object and after repeated and possibly alternative refinements termi-
nates when a complete and correct refinement has been reached. A
DDBMS must allow template definitions to be refined, must provide
facilities to organise the refinements of the templates, and should sup-
port the semantics of refinements and alternatives.” [10]

For cases where an efficient Design-centered database is
desired, but a relational or similar early Data Model Database
already exists, there are methods to translate from the early

data model to the more advanced and efficient data model for
design. Ahad [23] presents such a method for translation of
existing relational databases, in the form of an Object Man-
agement System (OMS), which acts to translate the modelling
concepts not inherent in the early Data Model into an Object
Oriented Framework.

Much of the above discussion has discussed the inadequa-
cies of the Relational Data Model, and advantages or im-
provements through hybridisation or implementation of dif-
ferent models; however it has been noted [24] that, out of the
many desired improvements on the Relational model for a
number of different database applications:
� There is a large collection of constructs, each relevant to

one or more application-specific environment; and
� The union of these constructs is impossibly complicated to

understand and probably infeasible to implement with fi-
nite resources.
As such, “it appears inappropriate to look for a single universal

data model which will support all nontraditional applications. In
short, what the CAD community wants is different from what the se-
mantic modelling community wants which is different from what
the expert database community wants, etc. Consequently, such us-
ers should build application-specific data models containing the
constructs needed for their own environment … The thrust of a
next-generation database system should be to provide a support system
that will efficiently simulate these constructs” [24].

2.2 Storage and very large databases
In the majority of database applications, relatively small

data records are handled, therefore there are no problems in
I/O accessing of the data, and no time costs for storage and re-
trieval. This does become a problem however when the size of
records increases to the point where the memory perfor-
mance of the system is no longer capable to perform these
operations in a single pass [25]. This is becoming more preva-
lent with the advent of more complex database data models,
particularly in applications for medical imaging, geographics,
and CAD/CAM applications, to name a few.

One method to combat this is to compress the database in-
dex and contents, thereby reducing the necessary space in
memory for the data. This method is discussed in detail in
Section 4.

For a database containing large external files, Ramakrish-
na and Larson [26] present a composite perfect hashing
scheme. Perfect hashing is an efficient and popular technique
for organizing internal tables and external files, with ‘perfect’
meaning that the method doesn’t result in memory overflows.
This scheme guarantees record retrieval in a single disk ac-
cess, and this method can be used in any application that can
afford to store header table in internal memory.

2.3 Concurrent access to databases
A key aspect in the design process lies in the fact that it is a

continual process undertaken commonly by a team, as op-
posed to a single designer. This means that there will arise
times where multiple users need access to data within a design
database, and if both users working concurrently, allowances
have to be made for accurate revision histories and relevant
updating of the design record.
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Roller et al. [27] present a cooperative transaction model
for shared engineering databases, which provides a higher
degree of concurrency and process parallelism in CAD. As
opposed to traditional transaction models where intra-trans-
action results are isolated, the presented model allows
exchanging and sharing of data and supports the integration
of subresults into a common solution. The realization of the
transaction system is based on concepts of active and ob-
ject-oriented database systems.

3 Database search methods
An important measure of the efficiency of a database sys-

tem lies not only in the efficiency of data storage, but also in
the efficiency of database search and retrieval. Database que-
ries allow the user to input given parameters, allowing for a
search of the data within the database for similar or matching
parameters. For efficient queries, the goal is to find user-spec-
ified data from an often very large database efficiently and
with an acceptable accuracy.

While query processing and optimisation can be seen as
an important part of a database system, and a parameter for
judging overall system efficiency, it is still but one such param-
eter among many others, and as we have seen previously,
the weighting of these parameters will differ based on the
requirements of any given system. As such, while efficient
querying may be vital for a particular system that demands
accurate and very fast returns for user queries, there will be
other systems for which other parameters such as efficient
storage and compression of very large data files is paramount,
and hence inefficient querying can be acceptable, or even
desirable in this light.

There is a range of extensive surveys of the literature
in database querying and query optimisation [28–35].
These surveys cover many aspects of querying for different
data models, different query methods, and optimisation tech-
niques for a range of scenarios.

3.1 Query processing vs. data models
It was discussed in the previous section that there is a wide

range of data models available in database systems, with
each holding advantages and disadvantages for particular ap-
plications. Due to different modelling structures, levels of
complexity, and indexing, these different data models will
have consequences in the operation of query processes.

A particular case of this arises in distributed or particularly
federated database systems, which can be composed of nu-
merous smaller databases, each using different data models.
In such a case, the query could potentially need to be written
and executed separately for each such system. In response to
this, Owrang O. et al. [36] have developed a Parallel Database
Machine, capable of query translation between different data
models. The end user would only need to be proficient in
the Data model of the local DBMS. The system is capable of
translating simultaneous queries in parallel to some extent,
by processing independent subparts of the translation in par-
allel. In addition, it can easily be expanded to incorporate
other data models into the distributed database system.

3D geometries present a specific problem in query
searches, based on the problem of formulating efficient in-
dexes within the database by which to govern the search.

There have been several papers [32–35, 37–39] surveying
the problem of 3D geometric search and offering solutions to
this dilemma.

In his 1999 study [39], Keim gives an example of an imple-
mentation for searching of databases for 3D geometries. His
proposed solution for an efficient similarity search is based on
a new geometric structure. Keim states from his study of the
field that “It is widely recognised that 3D similarity search is a diffi-
cult problem – by far more difficult than 2D similarity search” [39].
The most widely used techniques for accessing databases of
complex objects are feature-based approaches [40, 41], which
are mainly used as a simple filter to restrict the search space.

The main contribution of Keim’s paper is a new geome-
try-based index structure that generalises the well-known
R-tree approach for an efficient volume-based similarity
search on 3D volume objects. This solution is based on the
general concept of using both progressive and conservative
approximations. These approximations are used to define a
minimum and maximum volume difference measure, which
allows an efficient pruning of the search space.

While this implementation has been developed with
medical applications in mind, the author recognises the ap-
plicability to 3D geometries in CAD and design applications,
and states that it is generally applicable to a wide range of
other applications.

In a later paper (2003), Funkhouser et al. [33] describe a
web-based search engine for 3D geometries, supporting que-
ries based on 3D sketches, 2D sketches, 3D models and/or text
keywords. This paper presents a new matching algorithm for
shape-based queries, which provides a stated 46–245 % better
performance (using five different algorithms for comparison)
than related shape-matching methods, and is fast enough to
return query results from a repository of 20,000 models in
under a second.

In this study, which is principally aimed towards a web-
-based application, the authors describe novel methods for
searching 3D databases using orientation invariant spherical
harmonic descriptors. This answers one of the critical areas
in 3D database search, in providing an efficient indexing
method for 3D geometries through efficient geometric repre-
sentation. Such a shape descriptor should be:

� Quick to compute;
� Concise to store;
� Easy to index;
� Invariant under similarity transformations;
� Insensitive to noise and other small extra features;
� Independent of 3D model representation, tessellation or

genus;
� Robust to arbitrary topological degeneracies; and
� Discriminating of shape differences at many scales.

Unfortunately no existing shape descriptor (at time of
this writing in 2003) has all of these properties. The authors
therefore propose their novel shape descriptor based on
spherical harmonics. The main idea is to decompose a 3D
model into a collection of functions defined on concentric
spheres and to use spherical harmonics to discard orientation
information for each one. This yields a shape descriptor that
is both orientationinvariant and descriptive.
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This approach yields a significant advantage, in that it can
be indexed without registration of 3D models in a canonical
coordinate system, for example in the case of similar models,
where even minimal dissimilarities can cause a large misalign-
ment of the principle axes, resulting in poor alignments and
poor match scores for algorithms that rely upon them.

[35] Presents an extensive survey of a number of different
methods for performing similarity search in metric spaces,
with the main focus being on distance-based indexing meth-
ods. It introduces a framework for performing searches based
on distances, and presents algorithms for common types of
queries. It surveys common query and search algorithms,
highlighting with examples in the area of spatial data. Meth-
ods discussed include Ball Partitioning, Hyperplane parti-
tioning, M-Tree, SA-Tree and Distance Matrix Methods.

3.2 Fuzzy search methods
Fuzzy Logic can be an important inclusion into search al-

gorithms for design applications. This is due to the fact that
especially in preliminary stages of the design, where much is
unknown, or cases where the design cannot yet be accurately
described in query, there is possibility for many applicable but
not exact matches to be excluded from the query results.

This scenario is well described in [42]. An algorithm is
presented which has the purpose of allowing the search of a
non-homogenous database, which contains engineering de-
sign information and other data relevant to the engineering
design process. The purpose of this work is to develop a quick
access mechanism to heterogeneous, complex knowledge.
The algorithm is based upon a new type of fuzzy query (i.e.
iterative, ranked retrieval) from an exclusive, partitioned, spa-
tial database. A prototype system which implements a small
database and this retrieval from a PLOP hashing database is
described, and an example is presented which demonstrates
its application.

This paper attempts to design processes by providing
quick access to relevant engineering knowledge stored in a
database. An engineer may not have an exact definition of the
information being sought. The problem may be in the early,
formative stage, and the information contained in the data-
base is stored in terms of how it was used, rather than in terms
of how the engineer now intends to use it. The algorithm de-
scribed above is developed to help solve this problem. A fuzzy
query takes into account tradeoffs among the facets of interest
that form the database index. Conventional database systems
ignore such tradeoffs, and thus may miss potential items.

Relaxed queries [43] are similar in aspect to fuzzy queries.
Relaxed queries use fuzzy logic to introduce a ‘grey area’ in
the query space, in order to reduce the amount of potentially
missed results from a query operation. These fuzzy tech-
niques are especially applicable in cases such as this, where “a
query submitted to the system is usually domain knowledge related
and a user often fails to appropriately formulate his/her problem to
obtain all relevant sequences and relevant data.” [43]

It can be especially seen in cases such as this, when work-
ing not just with database information, but with knowledge
either contained within the database or derived from it, that
the way queries are formulated can have a great impact on the
efficiency of queries in terms of the number of successful
results generated. Special care must be taken in these cases to

ensure that representation of domain knowledge does not
limit the data obtained from a database.

4 Selective creation and reuse of
design space data
The solving of any design optimisation problem requires

the creation of a multidimensional design space (or search/so-
lution space). This design space is a representation of the
different variables being studied in the design, and describes
the relationships between these variables and the imposed
constraints on the system. Along with a merit or objective
function, the optimal solution within this search space can be
found dependent on the user’s requirements.

There are many issues to be covered in this pivotal field in
design optimisation tools. In light of the current study, this
section will concentrate on definition and optimisation of the
design space, and search methods that can be used to deter-
mine an optimal solution. There are a range of numerical
methods and algorithms available to determine solutions for
design spaces, depending on the nature of the variables (dis-
crete/continuous), relationships between the constraints, etc.
These methods range in computational costs, and the defini-
tion of the design space boundaries has a remarkable effect
on the overall cost of a solution, or even if any feasible (much
less optimal) designs are contained within the design space.

4.1 Design space creation
The creation of a design solution space is a process of

representing the limitations or constraints of a design in refer-
ence to the design variables. As such, these constraints will
then form boundaries that determine whether a design is
feasible or infeasible. The design process then continues in a
search for a solution that satisfies these constraints, and if
a merit or objective function is defined that determines the
‘quality’ of a design, the design space is searched for a valid
design that yields the best quality.

Although constraints used during design include heuris-
tics, tables, guidelines, and computer simulations, a majority
of those used can be expressed as mathematical constraints.
However, it is not enough to define constraints only as equali-
ties, because a majority of the constraints define limitations
on a design, rather than stipulating an exact relationship
between variables. For example, a possible constraint may be
that a beam cannot deflect more than a certain amount. [44]

Methods have been investigated [45, 46] for efficient
representation of complex design systems. While not concen-
trating on an automated design system, [46] documents a
method for generating a visual description of the design
space, for ease of user understanding and navigation. This
system is able to take a more active role in the generation of a
computable design description than traditional computer
aided design systems are able to, however the design process
itself may remain largely under user control. [45] Presents a
method of visualising the design space for user legibility,
allowing the entire design space to be shown visually on
one single design chart. These charts also allow visualisa-
tion of performance changes as design variables are altered.
These nested charts allow for plotting of multi-variable de-
sign spaces, without complex issues regarding visualising
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relationships between charts for each variable. Both of these
methods are aimed primarily at team-oriented design
projects, rather than computational approaches to design
solutions.

Another area of interest is that of decomposition of com-
plex design spaces. An example of this is a multidimensional
design space; in such an example the numerical method used
for search of the design space will determine its efficiency in
such a space. As such, there may be cases where it is highly ad-
vantageous to decompose the design space into numerous
simpler spaces, which can be solved simultaneously, thus cre-
ating a more efficient solution method.

Liu and Tseng [47] propose a set of algorithms for Space-
-Decomposition Minimisation (SDM), which decomposes a
solution space into a series of sub-problems. These sub-prob-
lems, if uncoupled, can be solved independently; otherwise
one of the algorithms allows for solution of coupled solution
spaces. These algorithms also potentially allow the design
space to be broken down into one-dimensional solution
spaces, allowing for simple 1-D solution algorithms. Also,
given the 1-D design spaces, the SDM algorithms can be used
as a direct search method, allowing for minimum solutions to
be found directly, for example without requiring gradient
information for the constraint and objective functions. These
algorithms can also theoretically be run in parallel environ-
ments; however this case has not been implemented and
tested at the time of writing (1999).

4.2 Design space optimisation
Traditionally, the design solution space has been defined

by constraints that limit the design, defining its quality for the
intended function. These may be performance requirements,
materials limitations, or operational limitations. Often these
constraints are user-specified, and in the desire to maximise
the possible return of an optimal solution, it is allowable to
assume that the designer will integrate a measure of conserva-
tism in his/her estimation of these constraints, or more likely
the range of design variables under study. This has the under-
standable effect of increasing the solution space, but it may
then contain a large number of infeasible solutions, which
the computer may have to evaluate, resulting in a higher
computational cost. On the other hand, in cases where the
computational cost of solution is known to be high, the solu-
tion space may be defined as too small, hence removing the
optimal or even any feasible solutions from the design space.
In light of these considerations, a number of studies [48–50]
have been conducted investigating automated processes for
efficiently determining the optimal size of the design space,
in order to maximise the efficiency in obtaining a solution.

Yao and Johnson [50] present an implementation of a
domain propagation algorithm to be used to identify suitable
bounds for design variables. The program can generate a
more focused search space from the original specification of
variables and constraints without omitting any feasible solu-
tions in the original search space. The program is also able to
identify cases where the original search space contains no
feasible design solutions. Tabulated results show extreme fa-
vour for this program. The program contains three options
for non-linear optimisation: Genetic Algorithm, Simulated
Annealing, and an improved SA algorithm. The SA algo-

rithms show better performance for complex design cases;
the reasons for this performance versus other search methods
are discussed further in the next section.

Constraint-base design relies on the designers experience
to select the bounds of design variables, or on conservative es-
timation, resulting in a larger design space. As such, methods
such as these are useful, as they don’t rely as much on the ex-
perience of the user in determining an appropriate boundary
for the solution space, as the computer can automatically
generate a set of suitable bounds. Also, the domain propa-
gation program outlined in [50] makes the existing con-
straint-driven designs tools more reliable by increasing the
chance of finding a feasible solution. In general, the use of the
domain propagation program leads to an overall speed-up of
the constraint-driven design process.

5 Compression of design space data
With the increasing complexity of design data, and the

more widespread use of complex data types such as volumet-
ric, spatial and high-resolution imaging, data compression
is becoming very important for adequate storage of large
volumes of data. Compression makes use of the redundancy
inherent in data files, allowing for data to be truncated and
stored in a smaller volume. This allows for more efficient use
of storage hardware, and networking and data transmission
facilities by conservation of transmission bandwidth and re-
duction of transmission time. While compression is becoming
more and more invaluable a tool for storage of large amounts
of data, additional complications arise when these com-
pressed files, often compressed using differing methods, are
planned for inclusion in a database, requiring search and
retrieval of data records while still in the compressed form.

5.1 Data compression methods
Research has shown [51-54] that there are a vast number

of methods for compressing data. This is due in part to the
large number of forms that the data can take (binary, text,
image, spatial, etc), and the intended use of the data, which
determines the extent to which compression can take place.
In some cases, where a high level of compression is para-
mount, and a certain loss of clarity in the data is acceptable,
so-called ‘Lossy’ compression methods can be used. There are
many applications however, where this may be unacceptable
(Medical imaging being an example), and the data must be
able to be perfectly reproduced from its compressed form.

The wide range of compression algorithms, and the range
of its applications, means that these algorithms can become
highly specialised, which becomes a problem in large-scale
projects where some degree of commonality is sought.
“Researchers continue to strive to develop their own algorithms that
maximise compression rates in the least amount of time. However,
the all-encompassing algorithm does not exist, and probably never
will, since the measurement criteria are both data and application
dependent.” [55]

Due to the large range of data models available for discus-
sion, we will cover the data models that particularly relate to
the intended study. There are also a number of cases that will
be covered very briefly. For Interests’ sake, the reader is
referred to the specific compression areas of String Match-
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ing [53], compression of volumetric data [54], and adaptive
arithmetic coding [51].

5.2 Image compression
There is much work being done in the area of image com-

pression, particularly for the field of medical imagery. This
field has specific requirements for image compression, in-
cluding largely (or in some cases totally) lossless compression,
often of large individual or sets of high-resolution images,
and the need for highly efficient compression is highlighted
by the large amount of data being produced, for example at
the Ghent University Hospital in Belgium, 10 Gigabytes of
medical image data is produced each week [56]. Due to the
commonality of imagery data, and the high volume of research avail-
able especially in this field of imagery, we will briefly cover the aspects
of image compression.

A range of studies has been performed on image compres-
sion techniques. These range from simple comparisons of
image compression techniques [56-58], to more advanced
specialised studies. One example is particularly applicable to
medical imaging, but also applicable to other forms of imag-
ing, for example geographics or satellite imaging, where large
image files are produced, but where certain areas are of
key significance. Reference [59] documents a method of im-
age compression where the image is compressed in a lossy
method, however with specific regions compressed losslessly.
This allows for very efficient compression, however without
losing image quality in designated areas of importance in the
image.

A similar method [60] can be used in cases where large sets
of images are produced, for example in CT or MRI imaging.
It presents a method for compressing sets of images, where
similarity exists between the images, allowing for reduction of
the image set redundancy, and therefore higher lossless com-
pression. This is useful for fields such as medical imagery
and satellite imagery. The Centroid method proposed here
extracts these similar regions (similarity patterns), to enable
this higher compression to be realised. This method could
realistically be implemented for any case where there exist sets
of images that are highly common in content, for example in
storage of competitive designs, in the case of aircraft fuselage
design; this example is used to highlight a case where there
are common aspects between images (e.g. fuselage dimen-
sions and configurations), however different images are used
to depict possibilities for internal layout design, allowing for
comparisons between potential design choices.

5.3 Volumetric and elevation data
Volumetric data can take many forms, from geometric or

particle density modelling, to such design-based examples as
CFD solutions, in the form of streamlines or pressure distribu-
tions within a control volume. Volumetric data takes up an
immense amount of storage space, and is quoted as a prime
example of the need for efficient compression algorithms
in [54]. In many cases, it is also imperative that lossless com-
pression algorithms are utilised, such that the data can be
stored efficiently if possible, but predominantly without a loss
in accuracy.

A study was performed [54] to develop an efficient
method of compressing volumetric data. A Method was de-

termined which uses Optimal Linear Prediction to exploit
correlations in all three dimensions, yielding typical compres-
sion of around 50 %. These results were achieved using
MRI images, CT images and electron-density map data as
test data; however it is believed that similar results can be
obtained for other forms of volumetric data.

5.4 Database search of compressed data
Many compression techniques are utilised to compress a

range of different data types and formats (a comprehensive
review of these techniques can be found in [61]). The com-
pression process has the potential to remove much of the
schema, or legibility, of the file, as the redundant data is re-
moved. While this is insignificant when regarding storage of
the data, the issue becomes prevalent when you want to
manipulate or search the file in its compressed form, for
example in Database query processing. This issue arises be-
cause the contents of the compressed file are now required to
be accessed and searched in its compressed form, which is
more efficient than expending computational cost and time
to decompress the file before accessing data records, with the
extreme example being in very large databases, consisting of
large numbers of sizeable records, as each record would need
to be decompressed before query.

“Compressing information in a database system is attractive for
two major reasons: storage saving and performance improvement.
Storage saving is a direct and obvious benefit, whereas performance
improvement derives from the fact that less physical data need be
moved for any particular operation on the database.” [62]

The primary concern in compressed database querying is
that a common compression scheme is utilised for all the
data domains in the database, thereby allowing for more effi-
cient querying of the data while compressed. Graefe et al.
have shown in their study [63] that many query-processing
applications can manipulate compressed data just as well as
uncompressed data, and more-so that processing compressed
data can speed up query processing by a factor much larger
than the compression factor of the data.

In query processing, compression can be exploited far
beyond simply improving I/O performance. Exact-match
comparisons can be performed on compressed data, as long
as the compression scheme is consistent, as all matching
values will be encoded in the same manner. In the same fash-
ion, projection and duplicate elimination can be performed
on compressed data. The main factor for these query opera-
tions is that a common compression method is used, and
therefore comparisons can be made on the compressed data
in a similar manner to uncompressed data, without much
change to the implemented algorithms [63]. This paper also
documents performance analysis, showing that for data sets
larger than the memory performance of the system, per-
formance gains larger than the compression factor can be
gained, due to larger amounts of the data being stored in the
workspace allocated to the query operator. This is highly
applicable to databases containing large amounts of com-
plex data.

This section highlights two major factors for implementa-
tion of a large-volume database of design data. The end
intent for the proposed system would be for a very large data-
base, including a large number of records, potentially each
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being of a large file size. Therefore efficient access methods
are required not only for access and query in the database, but
also for access to the files themselves during the query. This
would require a robust filing system for efficient access, an ef-
ficient method for access of records from memory storage, for
example in the form of Disk Striping over multiple physical
drives, and compressed data coupled with a suitable query
engine able to manipulate the compressed data.

6 Efficient representation of large
data sets, designs and states
This section will primarily discuss the different and evolv-

ing methods for representing complex geometries, with
particular concentrations towards design applications. Large
Data sets have already been discussed previously, particularly
in the chapters describing the different database techno-
logies capable of handling these data sets. This chapter
will outline the different methods available for accurate yet
efficient geometric representation of simple and complex
geometries, covering a range of complexities in approaches
to the problem.

6.1 General shape-representation methods and
cad tools

Various methods of defining and parameterising shapes
for use in design optimisation processes can be found in the
literature. For example, an early method for shape para-
meterisation is the nodal coordinate approach that uses the
coordinates of nodes of the discrete FEM model as design
variables [64]. In practical design optimisation situations, this
unfortunately leads to a large number of design variables, and
therefore a high level of inefficiency in design optimisation.
Several methods to overcome these initial drawbacks have
been formulated. These include the mesh parameterisation
approach [65], the use of solid modelling [66], and the natu-
ral design variable method [67]. Although these approaches
are relatively easy to implement for realistic design opti-
misation problems due to the very large number of design
variables associated with them, this often makes them too
costly and thus makes design optimisation prohibitive.

Another popular approach for defining and parameteris-
ing shape for use in design optimisation is the so-called spline
approach, where the shape is represented by means of a series
of polynomial functions. Two common methods of spline
based surface representation are Bézier and B-Splines [68].
Typically, the surface to be represented is broken into a mesh
of primarily rectangular curvilinear regions. A surface patch is
then defined over each region, whose shape is determined by
a set of control points. The shape parameters in this formula-
tion are the coordinates of each control point [69]. It can
thus be seen that in order to represent the shape of a practi-
cal object it would require a number of surface patches,
often involving a large number of shape parameters. Further-
more, for design optimisation involving complex geometry
the spline based approach makes it difficult to maintain
smooth transitions between adjacent surface patches.

Examples have been found in the literature for proposed
systems for aiding the user in CAD processes. Qin, Wright and
Jordanov [70] present the development of a sketch-based

CAD system interface for assisting designers during concep-
tual design stages. The system captures designers’ intention
and interprets the input sketch into geometrically more exact
2D vision objects and further 3D models. It could also allow
designers to specify a 3D object or a scene quickly, naturally,
and accurately.

The use of fuzzy knowledge in such a system is particularly
useful in the conceptual design stages, where there is still a
large proportion of uncertainty in the design. In these stages,
many designers prefer to work on paper, using rough sketches
to process the design. To support this early stage of geometric
design and to improve the speed, effectiveness and quality of
the design decision, the authors’ studies indicate that a com-
puter aided conceptual design system must allow sketched
input, and must have a variety of interfaces, recognising
features and managing constraints.

As a tool, CAD systems have been widely used to reduce
design time and cost, and to improve design efficiency and
quality. However, there are still some problems with current
CAD systems. First, present CAD systems primarily support
drafting and detailed design. They have little, if any, sup-
port for early stage design although early design is critically
important in the development of new products. Second, the
process of making a 3D design with present CAD systems is
often lengthy and tedious. One reason for this is that, with 2D
interface, users have to decompose 3D design tasks into 2D or
1D modelling operations and have to input detailed and
complete specifications of a design. Third, the visualization
capability of present CAD systems is limited, which may not
always satisfy the requirements of design analysis. The inte-
gration of VR techniques allows some of these shortcomings
to be addressed.

6.2 Spline-based methods
Spline-based methods are a very efficient way of repre-

senting complex curves and surfaces using a small number of
control points which define one or more polynomial func-
tions. Common methods of spline-based curve and surface
representation are Bézier and B-Splines, and NURBS (Non
Uniform Rational B-Splines). These methods not only allow
for the more data-efficient storage of geometric objects, but
also allow for geometries to be created when only a limited
amount of data is available. While these methods have advan-
tages in requiring only a small amount of control points for
definition, there must be concentration of these points in
areas of complex geometries, for example with rapid changes
in surface geometries, inflections, etc.

In fact, NURBS have been recognised in much of the liter-
ature as a prevalent shape definition method: “The representa-
tion of curves and surfaces in NURBS form is now an accepted
industry standard; hence, it is of practical interest to have NURBS
descriptions of all curves and surfaces occurring in the design and
manufacturing process” [71]. There are a number of practi-
cal examples available outlining the use of spline methods
in geometric representation or design applications [72–76].
In their paper, Pottman and Farin [71] describe the use of
NURBS for surface definition in sheet-metal and plate-metal
based applications.

Spline methods have shown to be useful in the generation
of object meshes and grids, as outlined in [77–79]. For a sur-
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vey of the literature covering various procedures to automate
the transition between the modelling and analysis phases
for design, the reader is referred to [80]. Mastin [79] shows
that solid modelling techniques using 3-dimensional Bézier
functions can be used to generate grids in a simple one-step
procedure. These grids are loosely formed around a collec-
tion of defined points and vertices. For example, simply the
vertices of a cube can be used to define a sphere, with the grid
then being defined on the sphere’s surface using these verti-
ces. Many different types of configurations and edge and face
treatments can be included in the model. As such, the com-
plexity of the geometric model is only limited by the amount
of input that is desired. This solid modelling technique is
designed for free-form solids where a general shape or design
is to be modelled rather than for constructing a solid with
precisely defined edges or surfaces.

Yu and Soni [77] sent another approach for surface grid
generation using NURBS and enhanced algorithms to trans-
form IGES entities into NURBS definitions. This application
is much more accessible to engineers and designers, through
the implementation of common file types already in common
usage in FEM, CFD and CAD software, through the use of the
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) file format.
This allows for designers to create the geometry in an existing
application, allowing for efficient generation through famil-
iarity with known software. The IGES format file can then be
converted into a NURBS or B-Spline representation, ready
for grid generation for future analysis. It has been noted by
the authors that NURBS is becoming the de facto standard
for geometry description in most modern grid generation
applications, with many tools being available for NURBS
definition.

Many of the previously mentioned applications are pri-
marily user-based, rather than being automated procedures.
This is due to the fact that free-form shape design is typically
accomplished in an interactive manner, with computer-gen-
erated shapes rarely being immediately acceptable, making
this part of the design process far from being rightfully called
computer-aided. Often the user has to manipulate a large
number of variables (control points) in order to produce the
desired geometric properties. Keyser et al. propose a method
for efficient exact manipulation of algebraic points and curves
[81]. Hohenberger and Reuding [82] propose a method for
manipulation of B-splines in an automatic optimisation sce-
nario, through the use of weights at the control points. In
many CAD systems, the use of weights for NURBS represen-
tations is inadequately supported, and often hidden from the
user and therefore remains unused. In this application, the
perturbation of weights at the control points is defined in an
optimisation problem, with the objective being to produce a
curve with a more gradual change in curvature and the small-
est deviation from its initial shape. Examples of applications
in automotive shape design are presented and discussed by
the authors as practical examples of this method.

6.3 Partial differential equation (PDE)
formulations

The PDE method defines a shape in terms of a number of
surface patches that collectively describe the object’s surface.
The shape of the surface is defined through boundary condi-

tions and a small set of design parameters. The boundary
conditions can be specified in terms of curves in 3D-space.
It is these features of the method that can be utilised for inter-
active design.

Although the PDE method has certain features in com-
mon with more established techniques for surface design
(B-Splines, Bézier curves and NURBS), what distinguishes it
from these conventional techniques is its global smoothing
approach associated with its elliptic boundary-value formula-
tion. Unlike conventional techniques (which are spline-based)
for surface representation, the PDE method can parameterise
complex surfaces in terms of a small set of design variables,
instead of many hundreds of control points.

“The principle strength of the PDE method lies in the ease with
which we can quickly change the geometry using a small number of
global design parameters. Once a design has been determined, it
would be a relatively straightforward procedure to derive the more
commonly used design parameters (target points, upsweep angles,
etc.) from the geometry. [This allows designers to obtain] useful infor-
mation from simple assumptions; this is again advantageous when
analysis of many models is needed.” [83]

Practical examples of the use of the PDE formulation in
geometric modelling and design have been found in the
literature [83–87]. In [83], Dekanski et al. present a practi-
cal implementation for creation and testing of a geometric
design, incorporating simplified geometrical design, CFD
modelling and analysis of the gas exchange cycles in a
2-stroke engine, and optimisation of design parameters to
maximise engine scavenging (removal of combustion prod-
ucts during each cycle).

Bloor and Wilson [87] present a method for the creation
of wing geometries based on a series of 2D wing aerofoil
sections. This builds on their earlier work concerned with the
application of elliptic PDE’s to the parameterisation of ge-
neric aircraft geometries [88]. This method has been shown to
be capable of producing PDE surface patches of the wing
geometries of high-speed cargo transport (HSCT) aircraft,
allowing the designer to then progress with CFD analyses in
this application. In this method, the 2D sectional data is inter-
polated between sections via a variable smoothing parameter,
in order to control the PDE solution. This can be viewed as a
lofting method; unlike conventional CAD lofting techniques,
however, the PDE method does not use spline techniques for
the loft. It allows radical changes to be made to a design very
quickly and cheaply, with a minimum of user-intervention
since its surface definition remains valid, i.e. closed, through-
out any changes in the design variables. This method can
also be used in this example to smoothly join the wings to the
aircraft fuselage [88, 89].

The PDE formulation has been shown to be an advanta-
geous parameterisation method for the efficient creation and
manipulation of complex objects. The low number of design
variables inherent to this method, when compared to con-
ventional methods such as spline-based methods, makes it
every efficient to integrate an optimiser to perform shape
optimisation.

6.4 Expanding past geometric representations
Previous sections have outlined various methods for de-

scribing the geometric definition of an object. Methods have
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also been developed that allow representations to expand
past this basic functionality, also including such information
as internal material structure [90, 91], design histories [92],
and other capabilities arising from the representation of geo-
metric objects in Object-Oriented terms [92, 93].

“Heterogenous Solid Modelling” is an expansion of the
solid modelling concept, such that a ‘heterogenous object’ is
defined that can have different material composition within
the object. This concept is a new area in CAD, and still in its
infancy. In their proposal of this concept, Siu and Tan [90]
present a representation scheme for heterogenous objects,
whereby material information can be integrated as a part of
the object representation.

Kumar et al. [91] present a similar approach, which can in-
clude not only material properties, but also grading between
different materials for composites material applications such
as aircraft engine turbine blades, which are a complex blend-
ing of metals and ceramics, along with a very accurate grading
and geometry definition. These capabilities are called for due
to recent advances in materials creation and analysis software,
where the analysis must be able to keep up with the pace of
materials advances.

7 Heuristics for switching between
classes of models
This section will review heuristic and stochastic process

that can be utilised by the knowledge-based processes of the
proposed system. It is envisaged that a number of potential
forms of data will be available for the design at any stage, with
each having differing levels of accuracy and availability/appli-
cability. These forms of data could range from CFD solutions
to empirical tables and formulae. At a point during the design
process, any number of these potential options may be open,
and it is important to determine which will be the most effi-
cient, in terms of computation and accuracy required. A range
of information and practical examples have been found in the
literature for intelligent design systems [94–126].

7.1 Knowledge base
An expert system is a computer program that has an

extensive knowledge base in a specific domain, and uses an
inference mechanism to draw conclusions in the same man-
ner as a human expert in the same domain. Since they are not
subject to human frailties such as boredom, forgetfulness, bias
or tunnel vision, fully developed expert systems frequently
out-perform their human models. In the design of an ex-
pert system, the development consists of three major phases;
namely, knowledge acquisition, internal design of the knowl-
edge base, and expert system validation. Among these
activities, the design of the knowledge base forms the most
crucial part from the performance viewpoint of the expert
system [127], and there are a number of methods available to
specify the reasoning of knowledge-based systems [128, 129].

A knowledge base usually consists of conceptual, proce-
dural and declarative knowledge. Conceptual knowledge is
concerned with underlying ideas, theories, concepts, hypoth-
eses and relationships that exist within a domain. Declarative
knowledge consists of the truths of a domain, and includes
facts, terminology and classifications. Procedural knowledge

refers to knowledge used to direct pathways of thought or ac-
tions, leading to solutions to problems that the system is
trying to solve. Procedural knowledge is largely concerned
with the manipulation of declarative or conceptual knowl-
edge. This type of knowledge consists of rules-of-thumb and
their control, weights of evidence, working procedures and
strategies. It has been noted that the major problem with
building a knowledge base to solve aspects of a design prob-
lem is in finding the most effective representation for the
knowledge [130]. For fully developed expert systems, these
knowledge bases can be substantial in size; however Dev and
Murthy [127] present an approach to the problem of knowl-
edge-based partitioning in the context of rule-based expert
systems.

Advantages of these systems lie in the inference mecha-
nisms used to determine the best approach for a given design
domain, thereby removing the bias, favouritism and famil-
iarity of human designers. This not only ensures that an
appropriate search or optimisation method will be chosen, it
also reduces the reliance on designer experience, which can
limit the potential for an optimal design. Also, such systems
will make full use of the data generated by designers during
design-evaluate-redesign studies, which are otherwise often
discarded.

7.2 Heuristic processes utilising previous
design data

The design process can be made more efficient if it is able
to recognise previous relevant design data; this concept is fun-
damental to this study. Gantovnik, Gurdal and Watson [131]
propose a method for augmenting Genetic Algorithms to
include memory for discrete and continuous variables, with
the term ‘memory’ implying preserved data from previously
analysed designs.

In the standard GA approach, a new population may con-
tain designs that have already been encountered in previous
generations, especially near the end of previous design opti-
misation processes. The memory procedure eliminates the
possibility of re-creating these design candidates, thereby
saving computational time. After a new generation of designs
is created by the genetic operations, the binary tree used for
memory storage is searched for each new design. If the design
is found, the fitness value is retrieved from the binary tree
without conducting an analysis. Otherwise, the fitness is ob-
tained based on an exact analysis. This new design and its
data are then inserted in the tree as a new node.

This approach proves to serve well for design systems
based wholly on discrete variables. For cases that include a
continuous variable, a spline interpolation method is utilised.
The main idea of this approach is to construct approxima-
tions for the fitness function as a function of the continuous
variable using a spline function fitted to the historical data,
and interpolate from the stored data whenever possible.

7.3 Approximation methods for the design
process

A common engineering practice is the use of approxi-
mation models [132, 133] in place of expensive computer
simulations to drive a multidisciplinary design process based
on non-linear programming techniques. The use of approxi-
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mation strategies is designed to reduce the number of
detailed, costly computer simulations required during opti-
misation while maintaining the pertinent features of the
design problem. After each sequence of approximate optimi-
sation, the approximations of system behaviour are updated
with new information about the current design. Thus, many
iterations of such algorithms may be required before con-
vergence of the optimisation process is achieved, and every
additional iteration adds to the cost of the process. In light
of this, a primary concern in developing an approximate
optimisation strategy is the proper choice of a move limit
management strategy.

Two main alternatives have been investigated in the Multi-
disciplinary Design Optimisation community to approximate
physical systems. The first approach has been the use of a sim-
plified physical representation of the system to obtain less
costly simulations as described in [134]. A second alternative
for system approximation, which has grown in interest in
recent years, are response Surface Approximations (RSA’s)
based on polynomial and interpolation models. Polynomial
RSA’s employ the statistical techniques of regression analysis
and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine the approxi-
mate function.

Rodriguez et al. [135] overview the current state of the
art in model management strategies for approximate op-
timisation. Model management strategies coordinate the
interaction between the optimisation and the fidelity of the
approximation models in order to ensure that the process
converges to a solution of the original design problem. Ap-
proximations play an important role in multidisciplinary
design optimisation (MDO) by offering system behaviour in-
formation at a relatively low cost. Most approximate MDO
strategies are sequential, in which an optimisation of an
approximate problem subject to design variable move limits
is iteratively repeated until convergence. The move limits,
or trust region, are imposed to restrict the optimisation to
regions of the design space in which the approximations pro-
vide meaningful information.

As computers advance in speed, more efficient data shar-
ing and exchange algorithms are developed. One observes
that an increasing number of discipline sets are being encom-
passed in actual engineering optimisation processes. Problem
complexity is observed to grow at a pace that taxes the limits
of the advances in processing powers. Therefore, the di-
mensionality and complexity of MDO problems may always
necessitate the use of approximations and decomposition
strategies to make the optimisation a practical task.

7.4 Heuristics for resource selection
The proposed system would include inference algorithms

that are able to choose from a selection of data types and
approximation techniques. Ref [136] documents a more
practical-minded implementation of the desired heuristics.
Where the proposed system would implement these heuristics
to determine the best calculations to perform, this imple-
mentation determines the best processes to be performed in a
construction project. “Such resource-assignment and optimisation
problems demand efficient combinational computations if all the pos-
sible options are to be considered, and decision-making facilitated.”
Consequently, research into efficient methods of resource op-

timisation has always been an area of interesting study on its
own. Previous research works on resource optimisation have
investigated the use of deterministic models in construction
decision-making, while other works investigated the use of
stochastic models in solving the problem [137–139].

Ugwu and Tah [136] present an investigation into the ap-
plication of genetic algorithms (GAs) to the multidimensional
problem. The objective is to investigate the use of GAs for
both a numerical function optimisation and a combinatorial
search problem within the framework of a decision-support
system (DSS). A hybrid GA system was designed for construc-
tion-resource selection, and a genetic model that represents
the problem and solution space was built into the system
(methods for accurately simulating complex nonmathemat-
ical processes for solution in an optimisation process can be
found in [140, 141]). A genetic state-space search (GSSS)
technique for multimodal functions was used to evaluate the
cost profiles that resulted from different combinations of tasks
and resources. The study indicates that GA systems have huge
potential applications as DSS component(s) in construction-
-resource assignment. The results also highlighted that GA’s
exhibit the chaotic characteristics that are often observed in
other complex non-linear dynamic systems. The power of
their use in applications is derived from their ability to com-
bine numerical parameter optimisation with combinatorial
searches within an application domain. GA’s are therefore
uniquely suitable for solving multidimensional optimisation
problems such as this.

The algorithm discussed in this paper also demonstrates
the use of a hybrid GA that is integrated with a project data-
base to perform combinatorial optimisation. This improves
the robustness of the GA because the services it provides
(functional and combinatorial optimisation) are independent
of the data on which it acts in performing such services. This
distinct feature means that the imposition of genetic opera-
tors such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation do not
result in an arbitrary loss of information, since the knowledge
about the problem domain is stored in the project database.
This integration of GA with the project database allows for
a wide range of applications in real-time or real-life situa-
tions [142].

While the above approaches have primarily been con-
cerned with practical applications, and the allocation of
physical resources as opposed to calculations of varying com-
plexity, it is possible that a similar approach can still be used
for the proposed project. Parameters can be defined with-
in the GA structure, relating to the cost and performance
characteristics of different search methods and calculation
techniques, allowing for the use of Genetic Algorithms to
determine the optimal approach in an optimisation scenario.
This approach could also be integrated with previously dis-
cussed methods such as memory integration for Genetic
Algorithms, or approximation techniques.

8 Conclusions and recommendations
An extensive literature review has been conducted by the

Sir Lawrence Wackett Centre for Aerospace Design Technol-
ogy, RMIT University. The review investigates aspects of a
proposed system for intelligent design optimisation. Such a
system would be capable of efficiently storing (and compress-
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ing if required) a range of types of design data into an intelli-
gent database. This database would be accessed by the system
during subsequent design processes, allowing for search of
relevant design data for re-use in later designs, allowing it to
become very efficient in reducing the time for later designs
as the database grows in size. Extensive research has been
performed, in both theoretical aspects of the project, and
practical examples of current similar systems.

Database systems have been reviewed and discussed. As-
pects of databases such as DBMS and Data Model have been
discussed, along with the general consensus in the literature
of Object-Oriented technologies allowing great advantages
for design applications. Aspects of database design, in-
tegration with existing software and expert systems, as well
as storage issues for very large databases have also been
addressed. Database query methods have been reviewed, and
compared for the different data models available. Query
optimisation techniques have been illustrated, and fuzzy
or knowledge-based enhancement methods have also been
noted.

A critical component of the proposed system is the ef-
ficient and accurate representation of design space data.
Design space creation, optimisation and search methods have
been discussed, along with methods for compressing various
types of data that could be encountered in design. These data
types include images, volumetric and basic geometric data, to
name a few. Particular aspects of database searches performed
on such compressed data have also been addressed, and it has
been noted that searches can be performed on the data in
compressed form provided that given information is known,
such as the utilised compression schemes; this has a great im-
pact on the search efficiency within the database.

Numerous methods have been discussed for efficient rep-
resentation of geometric objects, covering basic techniques,
spline-based methods, solid modelling, and PDE formula-
tions. It has been found that the PDE (Partial Differential
Equation) formulation shows the best efficiency for accurate
portrayal of complex 3D geometries, due to its reliance on a
low number of design variables, as compared to spline meth-
ods, which can rely on hundreds of control points at a time.

These sections have discussed all the important functional
aspects of the proposed system. The final chapter addresses
the intelligent algorithms that are required to differentiate
between different design methods and model classes, a num-
ber of which may be available at any time, but which could
vary in efficiency, cost and accuracy. A range of methods have
been discussed for these inference mechanisms, including
memory processes for Genetic Algorithms, approximation
methods, and resource allocation systems.

This review provides an accurate and timely review of the
literature pertinent to the proposed application. During the
extent of this project, the proposed system was kept in general
terms, and it is envisaged that more accurate or targeted
research can be attempted when the proposition becomes
more defined.
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